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Monumental change is on the horizon for PCS, the state of FL and the nation – implementation of CCSS and in Florida, the Florida Standards and their accompanying assessments.We, as a district staff, have been studying these changes – and one thing is abundantly clear – Our students must read, write, think, listen, speak, compute and use technology at higher levels than they have been asked to do in the past.This is not a bad thing!  This is all about preparing our students for the future, and the future is NOW!



 
 
Improving Instruction Today; 
Preparing for Tomorrow 
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I am Pam Moore, Associate Superintendent, Teaching and Learning Services, and I am very pleased to be with you this evening.  As a district, we are approaching the transition to the Florida Standards as a journey, and we prefer to be longsighted, not shortsighted in this preparation.



• What are the Florida Standards? 

• How did this national movement get started? 

• Who is impacted by the standards change? 

• What are the implications for teachers and students 
with this transition? 

• How can you support your child in this journey? 

• Where can you find additional information? 
 

Intended Outcomes: 
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It is my intended outcome for our time together this evening to answer these questions ---  and that you will walk away with a better understanding of the changes we are experiencing, and the plans that have been put into place to assist your students.AUDIENCE:  How many of you are parents?   How many are teachers?  How many are administrators?In a group of this size, it is difficult to address individual questions, and trust me, you will have some!  I have provided some blank index cards for you to write a question and leave it with me at the close of our time together.  I will collectively answer them and include them in a Q/A compilation that I will send to each principal.  They can include the information in their newsletters or post on their website.



Are we preparing our students? 
Student achievement is 

drastically low. Our nation is at 
a moment of crisis when it 
comes to preparing our 
students for the rigors of 

college and the demands of 
the increasingly global 

workplace.  
Source: 
http://www.act.org/research/policymakers/cc
cr11/pdf/ConditionofCollegeandCareerReadi
ness2011.pdf  
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ACT – American College Testing – 4 benchmarks assessing ability to be successful in college freshman courses (English composition, Reading, Mathematics (college Algebra), and Science (Biology)15% met 1 benchmark - green17% met 2 benchmarks - blue15% met 3 benchmarks - yellow25% met 4 benchmarks - red28% met 0 benchmarks - whiteNAEP – National Assessment of Educational ProgressSAT – Scholastic Aptitude Test

http://www.act.org/research/policymakers/cccr11/pdf/ConditionofCollegeandCareerReadiness2011.pdf
http://www.act.org/research/policymakers/cccr11/pdf/ConditionofCollegeandCareerReadiness2011.pdf
http://www.act.org/research/policymakers/cccr11/pdf/ConditionofCollegeandCareerReadiness2011.pdf


So what is the big deal? 
 

Common Core Overview – How did 
all of this come about? 
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These concerns started the conversations across states, and the National Governor’s Association became the driving force to move a national standards effort forward.  Their vision was that it shouldn’t matter where our children are educated – we want equity in their opportunities, and we want our achievement scores to matter!



• What type of thinking is involved?  
• How deeply do you need to understand 

a topic to interact with the content 
being presented? 

• What kinds of cognitive tasks are being 
asked of students? Simple recall of facts? 
Analyze a complex argument? 

 

Were the Florida “Next Generation Sunshine 
State standards rigorous enough? 
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NGSSS – in the state of FL, we were using the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards, and these standards were assessed in the FCAT 2.0.  This past year is the last of FCAT for reading/language arts and math.  It will still continue in science for grades 5, 8.But states vary – in number, in content, and in complexity.These conversations were starting with Governors across the nation – leading to the beginning of CCSS.



Low Levels of Rigor 
• NGSSS featured large amounts of 

knowledge and recall learning targets 
• Under-developing critical thinking 

abilities 
• Disadvantaged in college and the 

workplace 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why did we need a change in Florida’s 
Standards? 
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Disadvantaged in college – means some students were not ready for the rigors of college coursework/expectations. (as evidenced by the ACT statistics)



Lack of Clarity 
• “Write for a variety of purposes.” 
• “Respond to variety of literary/informational 

texts.” 
• “Competently use money.” 
• Were these standards clear to teachers, 

students, and parents? 
 

Why did we need a change? 
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The key word here is “clear” – what do they mean?



Inconsistencies 
• Different districts set different learning targets   
• Different classrooms learning different topics 
• We must expect high achievement from all 

students in all classrooms 
• Florida chose to include more standards than 

those outlined in Common Core  
 

Why did we need a change? 
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State differencesDifferences within statesDifferences within classroomsLow expectations?



• Increased complexity of texts 
• Focus on foundational math skills and application in 

novel, real-world situations 
• A return to depth as opposed to breadth 
• Increased focus on justifying and presenting results 

and methods 
• Critical reading and writing infused across all 

curricular areas 
• Re-ordering of math content to reflect research-

based path to college and career readiness 

How are Florida Standards different? 
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Deeper, not wider ---- teach and assess, not just cover!  FL is among the top 10 in the nation for the number of standards required of teachers/students.  Marzano’s note – to master the number of standards in FL, a student would need to graduate at age 22!We are preparing our students for jobs that are not necessarily defined now.Text complexity – Qualitative – levels of meaning/purpose; structure; language conventions/clarity; knowledge demandsQuantitative – word length; sentence length; text cohesion (usually measured by computer software_Reader/Task Considerations – motivation, knowledge, experiences and tasks – purpose/kinds of questions posed to students



Preparation: 
 

The Florida Standards will prepare 
students for both college and the 

workplace and emphasizes higher-
order skills instead of knowledge and 

recall. 
 

Benefits of Florida Standards 
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Competition: 
 

The Florida Standards have been 
influenced by  internationally-

benchmarked standards, ensuring that 
our students are prepared to be 

competitive in the global job market. 
 

Benefits of Florida Standards 
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Clarity: 
 

The standards are focused, coherent, 
and clear. Everyone knows what is 

expected of our students. 
 

Benefits of Florida Standards 
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Collaboration: 
 

Florida Standards will be a foundation 
for teachers across districts to work 
together from the same blueprints. 

This will facilitate the sharing of best 
practices. 

 

Benefits of Florida Standards 
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•English/Language Arts (ELA) 
– where Reading resides 

•Mathematics  
 

What are the standards? 
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Actually, there are 3 sets of standards:ELA (where reading resides)MathematicsLiteracy for Content Area Classes (SS, Science, Arts, electives)Let me take a moment to talk about “standards” and “curriculum”.  Think of standards as the skeleton – the bones of support, and they define what students must know and be able to do.  Curriculum, on the other hand, puts the meat on the bones!  The curriculum provides the road map for teachers to assist students in meeting the expectations of the standards.Teaching to the test – standards!



•K-12 students 
•Current 3rd – 11th graders will 
take the new Florida State 
Assessments (FSA) 

Who is impacted? 
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All students are being taught the new standards, and the state snapshot of their learning is assessed in grades 3-11.Students in K-2 are engaged in learning tasks to prepare them for these state assessments, and will have multiple opportunities to practice!



• NOW! 
• Have been working towards the 

instructional shifts over the past two 
years. 

• Fully implemented and assessed in 
2014-2015 

When is this happening? 
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This year’s third graders have been working towards these standards since they were in kindergarten, so don’t think of this year as their only experience with these standards.



   The Florida Standards and their accompanying 
assessments will provide a valid comparison to 
other districts across the state, and to some 
degree to other states. 

• Promotion 

• Graduation 

• College Admission 

What are the implications? 
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With new standards, there will be new assessments.  PARCC – Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for College and CareersReplaces FCAT reading, writing, and math as we know it now –



FCAT v. FSA   
Reading & Writing 
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Stark contrasts (apples/oranges)FCAT Reading and Writing – assess on reading using multiple choice questions from isolated passages.  Its writing has been assessed using open-ended essay questions (prompts) not necessarily based on readings.With the FSA, there are multiple assessments – read several different passages around a related topic, answer some questions, locate and identify evidence from the passage to build an “argument” – and write in response to what has been read in the form of summaries, analysis and synthesis essays.  I will show you in a bit exactly what this looks like!These changes in assessments will necessitate instructional changes if we are to be successful.



1) PK – 5: Balancing Informational Text and 
Literature 

2) 6-12: Building Knowledge in the Disciplines 
3) Staircase of Complexity 
4) Text-based Answers 
5) Writing from Multiple Sources 
6) Academic Vocabulary 
 

Shifts in English Language Arts 
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50/50 informational (non-fiction) 50% literature (fiction)Academic vocabulary:   (Isabel Beck’s vocabulary research)Tier 1 – everyday speech, usually learned in the early gradesTier 2 – academic vocabulary – more likely to appear in written text than in speech – all sorts of texts – SS, information text, technical texts, literary texts – they represent subtle or precise ways to say relatively simple things (like saunter for walk)  highly generalizable across many types of text – and across contentTier 3 – domain/content specific/field of study



• Attention to Text Complexity  

 

• Emphasis on Student Tasks (especially writing) 

 

• Responsibility for Reading & Writing Instruction 
 - Every Teacher, Every Subject, Every Day! 

 

Instructional CHANGES  
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Text – what are we asking students to readIncreasing complexity levels – staircase as you go into the next grade levelTask – what are we asking students to do after they have read – writing, writing, writingInstruction – everyone owns it – but reading doesn’t just happen in an ELA course – read and write like a mathematician, like a scientist, like a historianPerformance task sample:  1st grade ELA:  After listening to an article “Fire, Fire”, students ask questions about how firefighters respond to a fire and answer using key details from the text. 



NGSSS v. FSA   
Mathematics 
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NGSSS (FCAT) and FSA content standards are quite similarBiggest difference will be the practice standards that will drive the instructional change.Orange represents the content – The juice represents the practices that are extracted from the orange.



Standards for Mathematical 
 CONTENT  (Familiar) 

• Define what students should know and be able to do 
(The “What”) 

Standards for Mathematical                                 
PRACTICE  (New and Different) 

• Describe ways in which the mathematical content 
standards should be approached (The “How”) 

 

 

Mathematics 
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The words :Explain  (orally, and in writing)Communicate (tell others, write about it)Analyze (draw conclusions, test hypotheses)These become the “habits of the mind”



• Promote deep  student discussion on the 
content 

• Emphasis on Student Tasks (performance-
tasks) 

• Include PRACTICE Standards at all grade 
levels 

• Expanded use of technology 
 

Instructional CHANGES in Math  
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Under FCAT 2.0 and EOCs in HS/MS, students are tested only on the content standards.  FSA – they will be assessed on the content AND mathematical practices through multiple choice questions, evidence-based written responses and performance tasks for K-8 and content EOCs through Algebra 2.More than defining function – what it is AND what it is not.Creating habits of mind – thinking like a mathematician, understanding, fluency and precision, justification/application – using technology.3rd grade math:  After working with fractions, students will engage in 3 different activities to demonstrate their learning – concrete example – show ½ on a bar graph; representative example – using a circle graph, show how you would break the circle into parts;  abstract level – You are cooking and your recipe calls for ½ cup of sugar.  You only have a ¼ measuring cup.  Explain in writing what you should do.  (real world applications)



• Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

• Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

• Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

• Model with mathematics. 

• Use appropriate tools strategically. 

• Attend to precision. 

• Look for and make use of structure. 

• Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Mathematical Practice Standards 
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Making sense of problems and persevere in solving them – explain and come up with hypotheses.Reason abstractly and quantitatively – can they make sense of the learningConstruct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others – understand and USE – can they construct arguments?Model with math – when it gets practical – when will I use this – apply and interpretUse appropriate tools strategically – why they are using the toolsAttend to precision – how they solve and communicate to others – accurately.Look for and make use of structure – patterns, shifting perspective, learning from othersLook for and express regularity in repeated reasoning – evaluating the reasonableness of their thinking and that the math makes sense.



Resources: 

Parent Guides to Student Success 
www.pta.org/common_core_standards.asp 

• By grade level 

• Sample of what your child will be working on 

• Activities included for you to support at home 

Where can I go for more information 
about the standards? 
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Hold up book – PTA has given a sample to each school principal from a grant they received to assist with parent education of the CCSS.Easy to print from home.

http://www.pta.org/common_core_standards.asp


 
www.fsassessments.org/ 

So what might these tests look like? 

Seminole High School 



• PCS website – www.pcsb.org 
• Online learning tools 
• Digital Learning 
• Beyond the Classroom 

Beyond the Classroom 
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Practice makes perfect – and this includes opportunities for students to practice in reading, writing, math, and science!  It now also includes learning how to type!

http://www.pcsb.org/


Other useful websites to search for 
information: 

• www.fldoe.org 
• www.cpalms.org 

Additional Resources 
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Excellent websites – complete with videos



You may contact: 

 

 

Dr. Lois McKee, Seminole High School 

Mckeel@pcsb.org  

For More Information…… 
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Thank you so much for your attention and for your commitment to your children.  This is an exciting time for all of us, but it represents change.  Change is very difficult – no one appreciates it except a wet baby!  However, seriously, these new standards are pointing our students in the right direction, and it will take all of us working together to make sure the path is clear and accessible!

mailto:Mckeel@pcsb.org
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